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O N  C O U R S E  

F O R  B U S I N E S S  G R O W T H

The Foundation for the
Businesses of Promise
This section demonstrates the progress made by Promise

toward building a new base for growth as the consumer

finance industry undergoes momentous changes.

The consumer finance industry in Japan is in the midst of a

struggle for survival as it seeks ways to adapt to revisions

of laws and regulations. In light of the need for the estab-

lishment of infrastructures geared toward the industry’s

realignment, Promise is quickly executing many reforms to

build a powerful operating structure well-adapted to this

new business environment.
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Changes in Circumstances Surrounding Promise

The Enforcement of the Money Lending Business Law
Amendments to the Money Lending Business Control and Regulation Law were official-
ly announced in December 2006. The revisions intended to prevent multiple debts and
solve other problems in the consumer finance industry. Specifically, the amendments
cover four primary areas: (1) proper operation of the money lending business, (2) pre-
vention of an excessive lending, (3) standardization of the interest rate system, and (4)
stiffer measures to prevent fraud and penalize fraudulent lenders. The first phase of
enactment of the Money Lending Business Law started in December 2007, and cur-
rently, infrastructures to accommodate the complete enforcement of the law in 2010
are being prepared. Other aspects of the law include new and revised systems that are
to be enforced in phases. Examples include the creation of the designated credit infor-
mation institution system, exams for money lending managers and an increase in basic
financial requirements for moneylenders. 

Challenges Facing Japan’s Consumer Finance Industry
The consumer credit industry faces the challenges of shrinking interest income from
loans and the market itself, mainly because of two upcoming introductions in the regu-
latory environment: (1) reduction in the maximum interest rate from 29.2% to 20.0%,
and (2) limitation on total credit extensions to no more than one-third of the annual
income of each borrower. Consequently, there will be more intense competition 
among consumer finance companies, as well as among credit sales, credit card 
and other non-bank finance companies. Quickly building new profit models is vital to
succeeding in this environment.

*Japan Financial Services Association
This association was newly established as a
self-regulatory organization of the consumer
credit industry, along with the enforcement of
the main provisions of the Money Lending
Business Law in December 2007. One of its
purposes is to protect the benefits of borrow-
ers. Another is to ensure that member compa-
nies conduct their money lending businesses
properly. The association contributes to the
sound development of the consumer finance
industry. It is also dedicated to playing a role in
the sound growth of the Japanese economy
through these operations.

Date Event

December 20, 2006 Official announcement 

December 19, 2007 Enforcement of main provisions
 Restrictions on debt collections, tighter regulatory oversight, 
 establishment of Japan Financial Services Association*

June 2009 (planned) Revisions of various systems
 Start of designated credit information institution system, and start of  
 exams for money lending workers

June 2010 (planned) Enforcement of all provisions
 Reduction in maximum interest rates, and restrictions on total credit  
 extensions to individual customers

Number of Registered Moneylenders and Reduction in Maximum Interest Rate
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● Number of Registered Moneylenders (left axis)    ■ Maximum Interest Rate under the Capital Subscription Law (right axis)     ■ Maximum Interest Rate at Promise (right axis) 

■ 73.0% (83/11)
■ 39.5% (84/10)

■ 54.75% (86/11)
■ 36.5% (87/4)

■ 40.004% (91/11) ■ 25.55% (95/10) ■ 29.2% (00/6)

■ 17.8% (07/12)

■ 20.0% (Scheduled by 2010)■ 32.0% (88/3)
■ 29.2% (89/9)

–23.0%
There were 9,115 registered moneylenders
in Japan as of March 31, 2008, 23.0%
less than a year earlier. With this decline,
the number of moneylenders in Japan fell
below 10,000 for the first time since 1983,
when the Money Lending Business Control
and Regulation Law started. During the
period of June 2000 to June 2008, 60%
of consumer finance companies ceased
operations. 
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Building a New Foundation for Growth at Promise

Trends in Japan’s Consumer Finance Business 
Consumer finance business, the core business of Promise, continues to be extremely
challenging because of amendments to laws and a high volume of interest repayment
claims. Promise’s consolidated consumer loans outstanding, excluding the SANYO
SHINPAN group, have been declining due to claims for interest repayments and ongoing
loan portfolio restructuring as Promise adopts rigorous credit standards. 

Against this severe backdrop, the Promise Group acquired SANYO SHINPAN through
a friendly takeover bid. In addition, the loan receivables of the financial subsidiary,
Tamport Inc. (formerly QUOQLOAN INC.), and the Sun Life Co., Ltd., were transferred
to Promise and to PAL Servicer Co., Ltd., a loan servicer subsidiary. Through cost
structure reforms like this, which facilitate the sharing of resources and produce other
benefits, Promise is making progress in rebuilding its consumer finance businesses. 

Benefits of SANYO SHINPAN Integration
Combining the Promise Group with the SANYO SHINPAN group, one of Japan’s 
largest consumer finance organizations, raised Promise’s consolidated consumer loans
outstanding by 17.8% from one year earlier to ¥1,757.6 billion, including the SANYO
SHINPAN group’s securitized off-balance loans, making Promise Japan’s largest con-
sumer finance group. In addition, due to the consolidation of the SANYO SHINPAN
group, there was a 20.5% increase in the number of customers to 3.34 million, with
much of this growth occurring in Kyushu. 

Furthermore, operating cost reduction is being pursued through combining the two
groups’ resources and business efficiency. The goal is to achieve total cost savings of
¥15.0 billion by the end of fiscal 2010, under the primary initiatives of the abolition or
merger of IT systems, sales and service channels, and more appropriate deployment of
human resources. 

Other plans include combining the other businesses of the two groups, such as the
loan servicing and consumer credit businesses, to pursue synergies which will con-
tribute to more improvements in customer service and establish a larger and more 
powerful profit structure. 

Reduction in Maximum Interest Rate
Revising its credit scoring system, Promise lowered annual interest rate for new cus-
tomers to 17.8% beginning in December 2007, which is within the maximum interest
rate under the Interest Rate Restriction Law. This brings its interest rate within the
upcoming limits of the Money Lending Business Law well before its planned enactment
in 2010. Acting in advance of the legal requirement allows us to earn customers’ trust
and to respond to customers’ demands. Promise benefits as well from shifting quickly
to a business model that accommodates the new interest rate system. Furthermore,
our interest rate reduction reflects the voluntary regulations of the Japan Financial
Services Association for preventing multiple indebtedness, which were established prior
to the 2010 full enforcement of the Money Lending Business Law, and at which time will
become mandatory. 

The adoption of new criteria for approving loans is the basis for the ongoing restruc-
turing of our loan portfolio. We believe this process will improve the overall quality of our
loans and reduce expenses for loan losses. 

+17.8%
Consumer loans outstanding at the end

of March 2008 totaled ¥1,757.6 billion,

17.2% higher than a year earlier, 

because of the consolidation of the

SANYO SHINPAN group.



The Loan Guarantee Business as the New Core Profit Center
Lowering maximum interest rates will reduce the barriers among consumer finance
companies, consumer credit companies and banks. We believe that offering loan guar-
antees to banks and other financial institutions is vital to our ability to continue to
expand our customer base. We are focusing on developing loan guarantees as one of
our major sources of earnings. 

Most loan guarantees are associated with SMBC, At-Loan Co., Ltd. and Japan Net
Bank Co., Ltd., an SMFG-affiliated bank operating exclusively on the Internet, under the
business and capital alliance with SMFG. Promise takes on a part of the loan guarantee
business with SMBC. After only three years of operation for this business, loan guarantees
have grown to ¥208.6 billion, large enough to start contributing to earnings. Furthermore,
since SANYO SHINPAN has a wide range of credit guarantee networks with local finan-
cial institutions, the Promise Group has become the largest provider of guarantees in
the consumer finance industry in Japan, with total loan guarantees of ¥423.2 billion.

Networks of Relationships that Produce Synergies
As a result of the integration of the SANYO SHINPAN group, the Promise Group has
established a network of alliances with 168 institutions, including regional banks, shinkin
banks, credit unions and other local financial institutions (as of March 2008), which is
the largest scale of relationships in the industry. We take advantage of the respective
strengths of both networks by combining know-how rapidly, which will lead to more
growth in the balance of loan guarantees and the expansion of existing alliance networks.
Additionally, we will pursue the greatest possible synergies by improving efficiency
through sharing back office operations, IT systems and other resources.

Attain “Expansion of Customer Base,” “Enhancement of Earning Power,”
and “No.1 Comprehensive Strength”

Building a Sound Base for Earnings by Integrating Group Companies

Consumer finance Promise At-Loan SANYO SHINPAN

SANYO SHINPAN

SANYO SHINPAN

Sanyo Shinpan Servicer

POCKET CARD

AZ Card

Car-ichi Car Conveni Club

Cau-ichi Index Create

New businesses

Automobile related business

Internet related business

Do Financial Service

Loan guarantees Promise
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Consumer credit and credit cards
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Comprehensive financial company Small business loans
Operating companies that target consumers’ settlement needs

In addition to the above companies, MOBIT, an equity-method 
affiliate, engages in the consumer finance and loan guarantee 
businesses.

+143.8%
The balance of loans guaranteed was

¥423.2 billion at the end of March 2008,

143.8% higher than a year earlier, 

due to the consolidation of the SANYO 

SHINPAN group. 
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Diversification of Profit Structure through New Businesses
In order to earn profits from a more diverse array of businesses, the Promise Group is
moving to build a new business model, “Provision of Comprehensive Financial
Services.” This new model will involve the payment settlement needs that arise from
transactions in domains that serve a broad range of customer segments which will be
reached through alliances with businesses outside of our industry. Do Financial Service,
the core company in this drive, was established in February 2007 to function as
Promise’s direct interface with consumers’ payment settlement needs. Customers of
these currently operational companies are expected to generate a growing demand for
payment settlement service, which will form the basis for the planned development of
Do Financial Service into a source of a full line of financial services. 

¥120.0
billion

Do Financial Service has established the

goal of raising the volume of financial

products outstanding to ¥120.0 billion by

the end of March 2011.
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Buyers

Flowchart for Business Scheme of Internet Used Car Auction Business

Dealers and others
submitting vehicles for sale

Car Conveni Club
(Promise subsidiary)

Nationwide network of
1,300* franchised

body shops

Car Life Net
(Car-ichi subsidiary)

Nationwide network of
400* auto repair shops

Yahoo!
Auction
(largest

in Japan)

Car-ichi,
Internet

Used Car
Auction

Do
Financial
Service

Escrow service
nationwide network

Registrations

Winning
bids

Payment (using
financial products)

Store visits and financial
product applications

Winning bid information

Information on
vehicles for sale

Business
alliance 

*Escrow service
Ensures the reliability of transactions by acting as an intermediary for
parties submitting vehicles for sale and the winning bidders
•Settlement Service of Payment due only after confirmation that merchandise has arrived in satisfactory condition
•Delivery service to simplify the transfer of merchandise from buyers to sellers and other services
*As of October 2007

Provision of
escrow service

Provision of
financial products

Business
alliance 

Requests for
business

New Businesses to Increase Opportunities for Profits
Since July 2007, Do Financial Service has been providing “auto credit” for used car
buyers. This product is provided through its subsidiary, Car-ichi, which excels in the
Internet used car auction business, by leveraging credit investigation skills that have
been developed in the consumer finance business at Promise. 

Do Financial Service provides services for the settlement of small or short-term pay-
ments for customers of Cau-ichi, an operator of an Internet shopping mall. Do Financial
Service plans to continue growing by offering financial services derived from the new
businesses into which the Promise Group has entered. By the end of March 2011, its
fourth year of operations, Do Financial Service aims to raise the balance of financial
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products to ¥120 billion. Promise will establish more companies and business alliances
for the purpose of creating and developing payment settlement needs that increase
points of contact with consumers. Promise will build these business portfolios, thereby
establishing a sound base with the potential for becoming a new core profit center. 

Development of Overseas Operations
In addition to diversification based on new businesses, the Promise Group is actively
developing and expanding its profit centers through overseas activities. Consumer
finance operations in Hong Kong and Thailand continue to post steady growth. The
Hong Kong subsidiary has grown to reach an annual operating profit of ¥5.2 billion dur-
ing the fiscal year ended March 31, 2008. We will expand on the profitability of existing
businesses in Hong Kong and Thailand, and set our sights on business operations in
other Asian countries in order to raise our overseas presence.

The New Business Model in which Do Financial Service Plays Central Role

Promise
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Do Financial
Service

Shopping
credit

Credit cards
Loans for
specific
purposes

Loans for
unrestricted
purposes

Card-free
payment
service

New
products /
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Internet shopping mall business

Cau-ichi

Car-ichi

Automobile related business

Car Conveni Club

Alliance with
Index Group

Promise Group
New businesses

and alliances

Index Create

Alliance with Cecile
Credit Service

Cecile Credit Service


